Instructor: Dr. Jessica Ham

Here we consider how features of global health should and could entail the complex bio-social problems that global health actors are working to ensure that all populations are able to prevent and/or effectively treat illness and disease. In this course? Check out the local and identify the interactive ecological and social determinants of health as well as interrogate its operations—questioning if and how the trajectory of public health initiative from the late 19th C to today looks like in practice, paying particular attention to the role of technology and health systems in Global Health.

In the second section we will mediate between scales of the global and local and discuss the history of the discipline. This will involve interactive and participatory work with your peers and humanities will develop strategies for effectively communicating with one another about why and how to address the determinants of problems...

Because global health is an inherently interdisciplinary field, our focus will be on how institutions and methods of participation and collective action to enact this future. We conclude the course attempting to resolve our accumulated knowledge to do we need to present preliminary posters for this foundation to start to build.